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Building Dashboards with Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016 2017-03-10 learn to build professional and
powerful dashboards with microsoft dynamics gp and excel about this book this book provides a
core foundation for you to understand the ever changing microsoft power bi through this book you
ll understand how data flows and is secured between microsoft dynamics gp and microsoft excel you
ll see how to create amazing dashboards using various tools such as excel 2016 power bi jet
express and more who this book is for this book is geared up for analysts and accountants keen on
building and maintaining professional dashboards with microsoft excel 2016 for microsoft dynamics
gp 2016 data and building financials with visuals using the new jet reports express tool for
dynamics gp an introduction is provided for those who want to maintain dashboards in microsoft
power bi what you will learn use gp data in excel 2016 in a meaningful way build basic financial
statements using jet reporting express including visualizations understand the foundation of
power bi and its components get and maintain data from dynamics gp in power bi find out how to
use the power bi query editor the get and transform feature in excel 2016 format basic
visualizations to get better insights understand jet reports express which is used to create
basic financial statements use the new dynamics gp features such as odata and adding power bi
tiles on the home page in detail microsoft dynamics gp is a complete erp solution that is
extremely beneficial for small to midsize organizations in helping them grow exponentially the
book shows you in detail how to build great looking dashboards with microsoft dynamics gp that
enhance a company s decision making processes this guide will take you from the basics of setting
up and deploying to creating secure refreshable excel reports using a whole host of tools
available within microsoft dynamics gp and excel this tutorial will show you how to visualize
your data using simple conditional formatting techniques and easy to read charts and allow you to
make your data interactive with slicers we will also cover core topics such as business analyzer
microsoft sql reporting services reports bi360 and more you will find out to use power bi share
and refresh data and dashboards in power bi and use power bi query editor by the end of this book
you will have all the information required to build interactive dashboards using dynamics gp
style and approach the book takes a step by step approach and contains real world examples that
provide the building blocks to create engaging dashboards this practical guide is all about doing
get your data open up excel and go
Building Dashboards with Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 and Excel 2013 2013-03-26 follow real life
step by step examples that provide the building blocks to build engaging dashboards this
practical guide is all about doing get your data open up excel and go you don t need to be an
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expert to get the most out of your dynamics gp implementation and build great looking easily
maintained dashboards using microsoft excel if you have a working knowledge of dynamics and excel
you ll be producing amazing dashboards in hours not days
Excel Dashboards and Reports 2013-05-28 learn to use excel dashboards and reports to better
conceptualize data updated for all the latest features and capabilities of excel 2013 this go to
resource provides you with in depth coverage of the individual functions and tools that can be
used to create compelling excel reports veteran author michael alexander walks you through the
most effective ways to present and report data featuring a comprehensive review of a wide array
of technical and analytical concepts this essential guide helps you go from reporting data with
simple tables full of dull numbers to presenting key information through the use of high impact
meaningful reports and dashboards that will wow management both visually and substantively
details how to analyze large amounts of data and report the results in a way that is both
visually attractive and effective describes how to use different perspectives to achieve better
visibility into data as well as how to slice data into various views on the fly shows how to
automate redundant reporting and analysis processes walks you through creating impressive
dashboards eye catching visualizations and real world what if analyses excel dashboards and
reports second edition is part technical manual part analytical guidebook and exactly what you
need to become your organization s dashboard dynamo
Building Interactive Dashboards in Microsoft 365 Excel 2024-02-29 unleash the full potential of
microsoft excel s latest version and elevate your data driven prowess with this comprehensive
resource key features create robust and automated dashboards in excel for m365 apply data
visualization principles and employ dynamic charts and tables to create constantly updated and
informative dashboards for your organization uncover the best practices for effective dashboard
creation purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionm365
excel is a modern excel version that is constantly updated with features that make creating and
automating analyses reports and dashboards very easy compared with older excel versions this book
will help you leverage its full capabilities beginning with a quick overview of what dashboards
are and how they are different from other types of reports then you ll familiarize yourself with
the different standard dashboards currently available and what they are meant to accomplish for
organizations as you progress you ll get to grips with the use of new powerful tools such as
power query and dynamic array formulae in the automation of analysis gaining insights into the
right approach to take in building effective dashboards you ll equip yourself with not only all
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the essential formulae charts and non chart visuals but also learn how to set up your dashboard
perfectly along the way you ll build a couple of awesome dashboards from scratch to utilize your
newfound knowledge by the end of this book you will be able to carry out an impressive and robust
level of analysis on business data that may come from multiple sources or files using better
processes formulae and best practices in m365 to create insightful dashboards faster what you
will learn understand the importance of dashboards in today s business analytics environment
delve into the various essential formulae in excel utilize power query to shape and transform
data to extract insights easily explore the power of the new dynamic array functions in m365
employ pivottable and power pivot to automate your dashboards master the setup and optimization
of your dashboard canvas discover best practices for visualization charts and effective dashboard
creation consolidate your knowledge through a hands on concluding project who this book is for
this book is for microsoft excel users especially those tasked with creating dynamic reports and
dashboards that require data and help support to decision makers within an organization with
visually engaging and actionable insights financial analysts data analysts business analysts and
bi professionals will also greatly benefit from this book some familiarity with the microsoft
excel interface is a prerequisite
Excel Dashboards & Reports For Dummies 2022-04-05 it s time for some truly excel lent spreadsheet
reporting beneath the seemingly endless rows and columns of cells the latest version of microsoft
excel boasts an astonishing variety of features and capabilities but how do you go about tapping
into some of that power without spending all of your days becoming a spreadsheet guru it s easy
you grab a copy of the newest edition of excel dashboards reports for dummies and get ready to
blow the pants off your next presentation audience with this book you ll learn how to transform
those rows and columns of data into dynamic reports dashboards and visualizations you ll draw
powerful new insights from your company s numbers to share with your colleagues and seem like the
smartest person in the room while you re doing it excel dashboards reports for dummies offers
complete coverage of the latest version of microsoft excel provided in the microsoft 365
subscription strategies to automate your reporting so you don t have to manually crunch the
numbers every week month quarter or year ways to get new perspectives on old data visualizing it
so you can find solutions no one else has seen before if you re ready to make your company s
numbers and spreadsheets dance it s time to get the book that ll have them moving to your tune in
no time get excel dashboards reports for dummies today
Dashboards for Excel 2015-10-07 this book takes a hands on approach to developing dashboards from
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instructing users on advanced excel techniques to addressing dashboard pitfalls common in the
real world dashboards for excel is your key to creating informative actionable and interactive
dashboards and decision support systems throughout the book the reader is challenged to think
about excel and data analytics differently that is to think outside the cell this book shows you
how to create dashboards in excel quickly and effectively in this book you learn how to apply
data visualization principles for more effective dashboards employ dynamic charts and tables to
create dashboards that are constantly up to date and providing fresh information use understated
yet powerful formulas for excel development apply advanced excel techniques mixing formulas and
visual basic for applications vba to create interactive dashboards create dynamic systems for
decision support in your organization avoid common problems in excel development and dashboard
creation get started with the excel data model powerpivot and power query
Dashboarding with SAP Crystal Dashboard Design + Training 2012-11-02 based on microsoft office
excel sap crystal dashboard xcelsius allows you to convert your old spreadsheets into exciting
visually interactive dashboards numbers in excel are brought to life with dynamic graphs which
allow the user to customize and visualize data in real time while spreadsheet data is static and
needs to be updated from reports using cut and paste dashboards automatically query databases or
reports for the most current data this book by report writing services is a 3 day course that
includes 10 hours of one on one personal training with a dashboard instructor from information
analytics institute the student learns by building dashboards not by reading theory and is
exposed to a comprehensive collection of components and shown a wide range of design concepts and
practical spreadsheet programming techniques breadth of knowledge is emphasized over repetitious
exercises while dashboard standards and best practices are taught throughout the course the book
consists of nine chapters written in an easy to follow step by step format all the instructions
are accompanied by detailed color illustrations to help create the dashboards quickly and easily
a new and increasingly challenging dashboard which introduces and teaches new concepts is built
in each chapter student files provided by information analytics institute include a rich set of
pre constructed and mid construction dashboards available to be previewed and examined prior to
purchase these are worked on throughout the course the chapters are knit together by an
entertaining story about candy cane enterprises and how annie heartland and abel goodman struggle
to overcome corporate politics to build dashboards that reveal the truth about the company s
finances sales production client relations and human resources while learning to build dashboards
the student is carried on a journey from the skyscrapers of new york to the islands of the south
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pacific and hills of montana complete with cartoon images intrigue and a little romance the story
provides context and meaning to the tasks the student must perform learning was never so
entertaining includes 10 hours of one on one personal training with a dashboard instructor from
information analytics institute course book dashboards student files available from information
analytics institute to be previewed and examined prior to purchase training study from your home
or office over the internet according to your schedule meet one on one with an expert instructor
for a one hour introduction and overview of the course complete the nine crystal dashboard step
by step self study chapters approximately 9 hours are required after completing each chapter meet
one on one with your instructor to discuss a series of questions and perform hands on exercises
to ensure an understanding of the material each meeting will last approximately an hour 10 hours
total instructor time is provided during the course you will get acquainted with the program
window menus and toolbars discover the variety of components you can choose from to create
dashboards learn how to use properties and settings of different objects study how to link
objects to spreadsheet data find out how to set up connections between objects and make them
influence each other learn to organize objects on the canvas by aligning and grouping them see
how to organize data in the spreadsheet by distributing it among different sheets and tables
write different excel formulas to get the data you need learn many facets of effective dashboard
design study and apply standards and best practices
Excel Dashboards & Reports for Dummies 2016-01-26 make the most of your data using the power of
excel when you think of data do you think of endless rows and columns in spreadsheets excel
dashboards and reports for dummies 3rd edition shows you how to make the most of your data and
puts an end to mind numbing spreadsheets by exploring new ways to conceptualize and present key
information there s often a gap between handling data and synthesizing it into meaningful reports
and this approachable text bridges this gap with quick and accessible information that answers
key questions like how to meaningfully capture data trends how to show relationships in data and
when it s better to show variances than actual data values as a leading spreadsheet application
microsoft excel is the go to data software this tool allows you to use dashboard reports that
leverage gauges maps charts sliders and other visual elements to present complex data in a manner
that s easy to understand using excel dashboards effectively can improve your professional
capabilities by leaps and bounds analyze and report on large amounts of data in a meaningful way
look at data from different perspectives and better visualize the information you re presenting
by quickly slicing data on the fly automate redundant reporting and analysis functions making
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your data analysis and reporting routine more efficient create visualizations dashboards and what
if analyses that are as visually appealing as they are substantial excel dashboards and reports
for dummies 3rd edition is a fantastic resource if you re looking to spice up your reporting
Dashboarding with SAP Crystal Dashboard Design 2012-11-01 based on microsoft office excel sap
crystal dashboard xcelsius allows you to convert your existing spreadsheets into exciting
visually interactive dashboards numbers in excel are brought to life with dynamic graphs which
allow the user to customize and visualize data in real time while spreadsheet data is static and
needs to be updated from reports using cut and paste dashboards automatically query databases or
reports for the most current data this book by report writing services designed as a 3 day
training course is written in a way perfect for self study or an instructor led classroom setting
the student learns by actually building dashboards not by reading theory and is exposed to a
comprehensive collection of dashboard components and shown a wide range of design concepts and
practical spreadsheet programming techniques breadth of knowledge is emphasized over repetitious
exercises and dashboard standards and best practices are taught throughout the course the book
consists of nine chapters written in an easy to follow step by step format all the instructions
are accompanied by detailed color illustrations to help create the dashboards quickly and easily
a new and increasingly challenging dashboard which introduces and teaches new concepts is built
in each chapter student files provided by information analytics institute include a rich set of
pre constructed and mid construction dashboards available to be previewed and examined prior to
purchase these are worked on throughout the course the chapters are knit together by an
entertaining story about candy cane enterprises and how annie heartland and abel goodman struggle
to overcome corporate politics to build dashboards that reveal the truth about the company s
finances sales production client relations and human resources while learning to build dashboards
the student is carried on a journey from the skyscrapers of new york to the islands of the south
pacific and the hills of montana complete with cartoon images intrigue and a little romance the
story provides context and meaning to the tasks the student must perform learning was never so
entertaining during the course you will get acquainted with the program window menus and toolbars
discover the variety of components you can choose from to create dashboards learn how to use
properties and settings of different objects study how to link objects to spreadsheet data find
out how to set up connections between objects and make them influence each other learn to
organize objects on the canvas by aligning and grouping them see how to organize data in the
spreadsheet by distributing it among different sheets and tables write different excel formulas
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to get the data you need learn many facets of effective dashboard design apply standards and best
practices and study them with the online standards best practices reference guide and tools
includes course book dashboards student files available from information analytics institute to
be previewed and examined prior to purchase
Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel 2014-07-01 microsoft s revolutionary power
pivot is a tool that allows users to create and transform data into reports and dashboards in new
and much more powerful ways using the most used analytical tool in the world excel this book
written by a member of microsoft s power pivot team provides a practical step by step guide on
creating a financial dashboard the book covers in detail how to combine and shape the relevant
data build the dashboard in excel providing layout and design tips and tricks prepare the model
to work with fiscal dates and show values used in many financial reports including year to date
variance to target percentage of total and running totals reports accessibly written this book
offers readers a practical real world scenario and can be used as a day to day reference though
the guide focuses on power pivot for excel 2010 a chapter that discusses power view compatible
with excel 2013 and power bi is also included
Top Secrets Of Excel Dashboards 2017-10-30 today there is an increased demand for flexible
information access requirements and rapid decision making do you think the old approach for
collecting assimilating and collecting information can feel in the gap no it can cause
limitations and obstacles that slow your ability to integrate the strategy and processes of a
business for you to meet up with the increase in demand and information requirement you will need
a flexible and integrated business intelligence solution that facilitates more informed and
timely decision excel dashboard is the solution surprised don t be an excel dashboard is most of
the time one pager that helps business owners or managers in tracking key kpis or metrics and
takes a decision based on it it contains views tables and charts that are backed by data excel
dashboards have lots of benefits some of which are you would have absolute visibility into your
business exceptional time savings productivity will increase stress will be reduced you will know
which area of your business is performing poorly thereby working on it and increasing profit but
do you think these benefits would just fall from the sky no knowing the secrets of excel
dashboards is the key that opens the door to these benefits our top rated short book top secrets
of excel dashboards save your time with ms excel is incredible as it shows you the secrets of
excel dashboards that open the door to various benefits this amazing product stands to offer you
some advantages that are incomparable wow come with us and let s take a look at the benefits it
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offers the book is informative giving you a great knowledge of excel dashboards it offers precise
short and self explanatory top secrets of excel dashboards ehw you will not stop until you read
to the end it offers a great navigation index that you can use as reference guide top secrets
provided will save your time increase your profit and give you total visibility into your
business and so much more this is no joke you don t need to spend all the money on you before
getting this book it is affordable and suitable for all budgets purchasing our product could save
about us 1000 which is a lot of money that can take care of other basic needs no doubt the result
you will get from this book is worth more than its price believe it we cannot deny the fact that
this incredible and powerful book might not contain the entire information about excel dashboards
our main goal is to make sure you have a great knowledge in excel dashboard so has to move your
business forward the more you delay purchasing and making use of the information in this book the
more you waste your precious time and the more you remain in the dark about the progress of your
business note each day you delay buying this product the more you waste your precious time and
the more you remain in the dark about the progress of your business purchase this product while
you can
Excel BI and Dashboards in 7 Days 2024-04-25 using ms excel for powerful exploration manipulation
and data visualization key features a deep dive into dashboarding in excel understanding the
opportunities and limitations of excel as a bi solution guiding the reader to understand more
about data requests and the stakeholders that make them transform data into clear information and
actionable insights for informed decisions description everyone thinks of excel differently and
its full potential is often untapped businesses tend to decide to invest heavily in proper bi
tools perhaps wrongfully assuming that excel has a minimal role in that industry excel can be
used effectively to collect refresh transform and visualize your data in beautiful and eye
catching ways this book covers building those skills and unlocking excel and your potential in
just seven days the book explores the process of cleaning your data to ensure accuracy using
formulas to enhance and prepare the same for pivottables it will also help you understand how to
use data visualization to create clear charts to communicate insights effectively and construct
interactive dashboards for user exploration including elements like slicers and timelines the
book also dives into discovering design principles for easy to understand dashboards while
gaining knowledge on maintaining and updating them for ongoing usability understanding the full
power behind excel will allow you to improve your spreadsheet game and prove that you can do it
all with one industry standard tool and this book what you will learn better spreadsheet control
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using conditional formatting data validation useful shortcuts and flash file how to aggregate
your data with pivottables basic aggregation formula and advanced aggregation formula slicers
data validation dropdowns to control the page and getting your end user control visualize your
data by drawing a chart making it look good and building a dashboard page power query data
refreshing and best practices for maintaining your work who this book is for this book is for
everyone who wants to be a powerful user of excel finance teams sales and marketing teams mis
analysts bi aspirants and all those who work with excel sheets daily and want to refine that
skill set into something more practical table of contents 1 getting started with data management
techniques 2 aggregating and summarizing data 3 using charts to visualize data 4 organizing and
customizing your excel dashboard 5 refining the component look 6 designing the dashboard 7
maintaining and refreshing your dashboard 8 dashboard case studies
Data Visualization with Excel Dashboards and Reports 2021-02-17 large corporations like ibm and
oracle are using excel dashboards and reports as a business intelligence tool and many other
smaller businesses are looking to these tools in order to cut costs for budgetary reasons an
effective analyst not only has to have the technical skills to use excel in a productive manner
but must be able to synthesize data into a story and then present that story in the most
impactful way microsoft shows its recognition of this with excel in excel there is a major focus
on business intelligence and visualization data visualization with excel dashboards and reports
fills the gap between handling data and synthesizing data into meaningful reports this title will
show readers how to think about their data in ways other than columns and rows most excel books
do a nice job discussing the individual functions and tools that can be used to create an excel
report titles on excel charts excel pivot tables and other books that focus on tips and tricks
are useful in their own right however they don t hit the mark for most data analysts the primary
reason these titles miss the mark is they are too focused on the mechanical aspects of building a
chart creating a pivot table or other functionality they don t offer these topics in the broader
picture by showing how to present and report data in the most effective way what are the most
meaningful ways to show trending how do you show relationships in data when is showing variances
more valuable than showing actual data values how do you deal with outliers how do you bucket
data in the most meaningful way how do you show impossible amounts of data without inundating
your audience in data visualization with excel reports and dashboards readers will get answers to
all of these questions part technical manual part analytical guidebook this title will help excel
users go from reporting data with simple tables full of dull numbers to creating hi impact
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reports and dashboards that will wow management both visually and substantively this book offers
a comprehensive review of a wide array of technical and analytical concepts that will help users
create meaningful reports and dashboards after reading this book the reader will be able to
analyze large amounts of data and report their data in a meaningful way get better visibility
into data from different perspectives quickly slice data into various views on the fly automate
redundant reporting and analyses create impressive dashboards and what if analyses understand the
fundamentals of effective visualization visualize performance comparisons visualize changes and
trends over time
Make Your Data Speak 2023-03-08 gather and analyze data successfully identify trends and then
create overarching strategies and actionable next steps all through excel this book will show
even those who lack a technical background how to make advanced interactive reports with only
excel at hand advanced visualization is available to everyone and this step by step guide will
show you how the information in this book is presented in an accessible and understandable way
for everyone regardless of the level of technical skills and proficiency in ms excel the
dashboard development process is given in the format of step by step instructions taking you
through each step in detail universal checklists and recommendations of a practicing business
analyst and trainer will help in solving various tasks when working with data visualization
illustrations will help you perceive information easily and quickly make your data speak will
show you how to master the main rules techniques and tricks of professional data visualization in
just a few days what you ll learn see how interactive dashboards can be useful for a business
review basic rules for building dashboards understand why it s important to pay attention to
colors and fonts when developing a dashboard create interactive management reports in excel who
this book is for company executives and divisional managers middle managers business analysts
Excel 2007 Dashboards and Reports For Dummies 2011-03-16 what s the use of putting out reports
that no one reads properly created dashboards are graphical representations that put data in a
context for your audience and they look really cool how cool you ll find out when you see the
dazzling examples in excel 2007 dashboards reports for dummies and before long everyone s eyes
will be riveted to your dashboards and reports too this revolutionary guide shows you how to turn
excel into your own personal business intelligence tool you ll learn the fundamentals of using
excel 2007 to go beyond simple tables to creating dashboard studded reports that wow management
get ready to catch dashboard fever as you find out how to use basic analysis techniques build
advanced dashboard components implement advanced reporting techniques and import external date
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into your excel reports discover how to unleash the power of excel as a business intelligence
tool create dashboards that communicate and get noticed think about your data in a new way
present data more effectively and increase the value of your reports create dynamic labels that
support visualization represent time and seasonal trending group and bucket data display and
measure values versus goals implement macro charged reporting using excel 2007 as a bi tool is
the most cost efficient way for organizations of any size create powerful and insightful reports
and distribute throughout the enterprise and excel 2007 dashboards and reports for dummies is the
fastest you for you to catch dashboard fever
Mastering Excel 2015-06-06 this is a bundle of previously published ebook lessons the mastering
excel dashboard bundle contains the following lessons mastering excel formulas sum sumif
mastering excel formulas vlookup mastering excel pivot tables mastering excel building animated
charts mastering excel conditional formatting mastering excel user forms mastering excel building
dashboards to create effective dynamic excel dashboards there are several skills that you need to
know this bundle covers these skills this is a long ebook covering many topics in the last lesson
you will take all the other topics and combine them together to create new excel functionality
that is not possible out of the box the ebook contains a link to my website where you can
download a zip file with every follow along workbook for each lesson you will get the opportunity
to work through each lesson on your own pc
Excel Dashboards and Reports 2010-08-06 the go to resource for how to use excel dashboards and
reports to better conceptualize data many excel books do an adequate job of discussing the
individual functions and tools that can be used to create an excel report what they don t offer
is the most effective ways to present and report data offering a comprehensive review of a wide
array of technical and analytical concepts excel reports and dashboards helps excel users go from
reporting data with simple tables full of dull numbers to presenting key information through the
use of high impact meaningful reports and dashboards that will wow management both visually and
substantively details how to analyze large amounts of data and report the results in a meaningful
eye catching visualization describes how to use different perspectives to achieve better
visibility into data as well as how to slice data into various views on the fly shows how to
automate redundant reporting and analyses part technical manual part analytical guidebook excel
dashboards and reports is the latest addition to the mr spreadsheet s bookshelf series and is the
leading resource for learning to create dashboard reports in an easy to use format that s both
visually attractive and effective
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Balanced Scorecards and Operational Dashboards with Microsoft Excel 2013-01-09 learn to maintain
and update scorecards and dashboards with excel balanced scorecards and operational dashboards
measure organizational performance and microsoft excel is the tool used worldwide to create these
scorecards and dashboards this book covers time proven step by step processes on how to guide
executive teams and managers in creating scorecards and dashboards it then shows excel developers
how to create those scorecards and dashboards this is the only book that converts theory into
practice the author addresses the people and processes you need to identify strategy and
operational metrics and then implement them in dashboards in three versions of excel you ll learn
how balanced scorecards help organizations translate strategy into action and the ways that
performance dashboards enable managers monitor operations covers excel 2010 back to excel 2003
shows how to develop consensus on strategy and operational plans with the executive teams details
steps in creating tactical action plans gives step by step guidance in creating the most powerful
management dashboards puts over ten years of experience in one book balanced scorecards
operational dashboards with microsoft excel second edition is the ultimate resource for enhancing
your strategic and operational performance
Excel Pivot Tables & Introduction to Dashboards the Step-by-step Guide 2017-01-04 learn how to
create pivot tables quickly and easily with this step by step guide updated for microsoft r excel
r 2016 this book provides easy to follow step by step examples with screenshots demonstrating how
to create pivot tables and basic dashboards in just a few short hours you ll learn how to
organize and summarize data format filter pivot table results create pivot charts display
averages percentages group data into predefined ranges use slicers rank results apply calculated
fields create pivot table reports from imported files and more in addition to the above you will
also learn how to create format and update a basic dashboard using pivot table data including how
to incorporate charts and performance symbols into your reporting a great resource for business
analysts data analysts financial analysts administrative and support staff imagine the time you
ll save by not having to search the internet or help files to learn the most practical ways of
using one of microsoft r excel s r best features
Python Business Intelligence Cookbook 2015-12-22 leverage the computational power of python with
more than 60 recipes that arm you with the required skills to make informed business decisions
about this book want to minimize risk and optimize profits of your business learn to create
efficient analytical reports with ease using this highly practical easy to follow guide learn to
apply python for business intelligence tasks preparing exploring analyzing visualizing and
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reporting in order to make more informed business decisions using data at hand learn to explore
and analyze business data and build business intelligence dashboards with the help of various
insightful recipes who this book is for this book is intended for data analysts managers and
executives with a basic knowledge of python who now want to use python for their bi tasks if you
have a good knowledge and understanding of bi applications and have a working system in place
this book will enhance your toolbox what you will learn install anaconda mongodb and everything
you need to get started with your data analysis prepare data for analysis by querying cleaning
and standardizing data explore your data by creating a pandas data frame from mongodb gain
powerful insights both statistical and predictive to make informed business decisions visualize
your data by building dashboards and generating reports create a complete data processing and
business intelligence system in detail the amount of data produced by businesses and devices is
going nowhere but up in this scenario the major advantage of python is that it s a general
purpose language and gives you a lot of flexibility in data structures python is an excellent
tool for more specialized analysis tasks and is powered with related libraries to process data
streams to visualize datasets and to carry out scientific calculations using python for business
intelligence bi can help you solve tricky problems in one go rather than spending day after day
scouring internet forums for how to information here you ll find more than 60 recipes that take
you through the entire process of creating actionable intelligence from your raw data no matter
what shape or form it s in within the first 30 minutes of opening this book you ll learn how to
use the latest in python and nosql databases to glean insights from data just waiting to be
exploited we ll begin with a quick fire introduction to python for bi and show you what problems
python solves from there we move on to working with a predefined data set to extract data as per
business requirements using the pandas library and mongodb as our storage engine next we will
analyze data and perform transformations for bi with python through this you will gather
insightful data that will help you make informed decisions for your business the final part of
the book will show you the most important task of bi visualizing data by building stunning
dashboards using matplotlib pytables and ipython notebook style and approach this is a step by
step guide to help you prepare explore analyze and report data written in a conversational tone
to make it easy to grasp whether you re new to bi or are looking for a better way to work you ll
find the knowledge and skills here to get your job done efficiently
Microsoft Power BI Dashboards 2019 power query for power bi and excel is a book for people who
are tired of copying and pasting data into excel worksheets power query part of the microsoft
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power bi suite is a tool that automates the process of getting data into excel and will save you
hours of dull repetitive and error prone work power query makes it easy to extract data from many
different data sources filter that data aggregate it clean it and perform calculations on it
finally loading that data into either your worksheet or directly into the new excel 2013 data
model used by power pivot this concise practical book provides a complete guide to power query
and how to use it to solve all of your excel data loading problems power query for power bi and
excel goes well beyond the surface of what power query can do the book goes deep into the
underlying m language showing you how to do amazing things that aren t going to be possible from
just the gui interface that is covered in most other books you ll have full command of the gui
and you ll be able to drop into the m language to go beyond what the gui provides the depth in
this book makes it a must have item for anyone who is pushing power bi and excel to their limits
in the pursuit of business intelligence from data analysis teaches the basics of using power
query to load data into excel helps you solve common data related problems with power query shows
how to write your own solutions in the powerful m language
Power Query for Power BI and Excel 2014-07-05 do you want to show your data in a stunning
dashboard or do you want to create a dashboard that you have to update frequently let s talk
about how to do it any report you want if you are really serious about excel pivot tables and
dashboard and want to get into the real excel world within the next 7 days of your life if yes
then you are in the right place why because this is the only book that comes with interactive
codes thoroughly tested and proofread by experts expert tips and tricks stand out from the crowd
and exercises with their solutions make the concepts stick to your mind excel is a powerful yet
highly accessible tool for data analyst using data stored on spreadsheets microsoft is
continuously developing new features based on feedback by excel power user beta testers data
analysts and excel aficionados regardless of these new features those who get the most out of the
data analysis features in excel are those who understand the investigative process creating new
ways of looking at the data through asking the right questions excel pivot tables have many
features that allow you to cut and slice data on the fly after initializing and loading the data
into pivot tables it is a straightforward process to create interactive drag and drop analyst
dashboards excel for the web even makes it possible to publish dynamic dashboards online for your
clients however unfortunately many tend to mistake excel and pivot tables as the primary tool for
creating these new perspectives while these tools may allow you to create a presentation the
impact of that presentation depends solely on your grasp of the analysis process and the way you
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present your content accurate and scientifically sound modeling is the only way to ensure data
driven business decisions this distinction separates data entry freelancers from business analyst
consultants who inform trends in their field excel pivot tables and dashboard is not just a step
by step guide this book can serve as a valuable resource for mastering easy powerful techniques
for creating customizing and controlling dynamic pivottables in excel 2019 strategizing your
investigative approach particularly for data analysts and consultants informing business
decisions best practice for scientifically sound modeling reporting and sharing interactive
dashboards common troubleshooting considerations for overcoming technical issues impactful
analysis takes practice and a level of technique much like the creative field to effectively
render and represent ideas even artists must practice techniques that inform trends in their
field analysts must take a similarly methodical approach to be valuable and give insightful
observations to decision makers excel pivottables and dashboard is a beginner s guide to making
presentations that answer why and how your analysis will impact your client s bottom line
remember you can never compare a well structured paid book with free online resources like
youtube channels discussion forums and other online courses mostly out dated now if you are
really serious about excel pivot tables and dashboard then scroll up and click the buy now button
Excel PivotTables and Dashboard 2019-10-25 learn pivot tables by example updated for 2019 with
this practical and to the point guide on pivot tables and basic dashboards you ll develop the
skills to build and modify reports with step by step examples and screenshots including how to
organize and summarize data format filter pivot table results create pivot charts display
averages percentages group data into predefined ranges use slicers timelines and sparklines rank
results apply calculated fields use power query to create and combine pivot table reports from
imported files and more in addition to the above you will also learn how to create format and
update a basic dashboard using pivot table data incorporate pivot charts sparklines and
performance symbols into your reporting refresh and protect your pivot table data a great
resource for business analysts data analysts financial analysts administrative and support staff
imagine the time you ll save by not having to search the internet or help files to learn the most
practical ways of using one of microsoft excel s best features
Excel 2019 Pivot Tables and Introduction to Dashboards the Step-By-Step Guide 2019-11-18 the
definitive comprehensive official guide to xcelsius 2008 dashboards using xcelsius you can create
powerful interactive dashboards gather data from spreadsheets or databases and deliver knowledge
that can be instantly understood and acted upon now there s a definitive authoritative guide to
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making the most of xcelsius 2008 the newest version of this breakthrough product loren abdulezer
editor in chief of xcelsius journal shares insider s knowledge that goes far beyond any other
book or online help resource abdulezer introduces xcelsius 2008 reviews its core concepts and
demonstrates the wide range of dashboards it can create after you know what s possible you ll go
deep inside xcelsius gaining hands on experience with every feature you need to master you ll
learn how to quickly represent any data with charting components use dials gauges and
speedometers incorporate multiple layers in your dashboards and visualizations use xcelsius to
perform more useful analyses and manage more interactively work with maps demographics and
segmented data create smart data and alerts and much more abdulezer offers tips and tricks you
won t find anywhere else you ll learn how to work with data that isn t rock solid and even how to
create your own custom components that go beyond xcelsius s built in features whether you re a
business intelligence or database professional power user developer or consultant this book will
help you create superior xcelsius dashboards and make better decisions the only xcelsius 2008
dashboarding book you need use xcelsius 2008 to get better answers identify emerging trends and
opportunities and manage more effectively learn hands on through step by step examples using real
business data discover tips and tricks proven in real world environments deliver dashboard
content in whatever format works best as html pages powerpoint presentations pdf files or word
documents fully leverage the information in your excel spreadsheets and go beyond excel to use
xml source data too implement xcelsius best practices drawn from the hard won knowledge of the
entire global user community on the web registered owners of the book can find all this and more
online all sample files used in the book additional guides and tutorials to help you build
dashboards templates and example files for new dashboard interfaces
Xcelsius 2008 Dashboard Best Practices 2008-12-22 data analytics may seem daunting but if you re
familiar with excel you have a head start that can help you make the leap into analytics
advancing into analytics will lower your learning curve author george mount founder and ceo of
stringfest analytics clearly and gently guides intermediate excel users to a solid understanding
of analytics and the data stack this book demonstrates key statistical concepts from spreadsheets
and pivots your existing knowledge about data manipulation into r and python programming with
this practical book at your side you ll learn how to explore a dataset for potential research
questions to check assumptions and to build hypotheses make compelling business recommendations
using inferential statistics load view and write datasets using r and python perform common data
wrangling tasks such as sorting filtering and aggregating using r and python navigate and execute
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code in jupyter notebooks identify install and implement the most useful open source packages for
your needs and more
Advancing Into Analytics 2021-01-22 this issue delivers concrete suggestions for optimally using
data visualization in evaluation as well as suggestions for best practices in data visualization
design it focuses on specific quantitative and qualitative data visualization approaches that
include data dashboards graphic recording and geographic information systems gis readers will get
a step by step process for designing an effective data dashboard system for programs and
organizations and various suggestions to improve their utility the next section illustrates the
role that graphic recording can play in helping programs and evaluators understand and
communicate the mission and impact that an intervention is having in a democratic and culturally
competent way the gis section provides specific examples of how mapped data can be used to
understand program implementation and effectiveness and the influence that the environment has on
these outcomes discusses best practices that inform and shape our data visualization design
choices highlights the best use of each tool approach provides suggestions for effective practice
discuss the strengths and limitations of each approach in evaluation practice this is the 140th
volume of the jossey bass quarterly report series new directions for evaluation an official
publication of the american evaluation association
Data Visualization, Part 2 2013-12-13 microsoft s revolutionary power pivot is a tool that allows
users to create and transform data into reports and dashboards in new and much more powerful ways
using the most used analytical tool in the world excel this book written by a member of microsoft
s power pivot team provides a practical step by step guide on creating a financial dashboard the
book covers in detail how to combine and shape the relevant data build the dashboard in excel
providing layout and design tips and tricks prepare the model to work with fiscal dates and show
values used in many financial reports including year to date variance to target percentage of
total and running totals reports accessibly written this book offers readers a practical real
world scenario and can be used as a day to day reference though the guide focuses on power pivot
for excel 2010 a chapter that discusses power view compatible with excel 2013 and power bi is
also included
Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel 2014-07 build effective analytical data
models reports and dashboards using the advanced features of power bi purchase of the print or
kindle book includes a free ebook in the pdf format key features update your knowledge with new
recipes for query optimization aggregation tables power bi api and paginated reports work with
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recipes across diverse power bi platforms including the power bi service and mobile applications
implement custom solutions with m and dax languages through actionable guidance and proven
development techniques book description the complete everyday reference guide to power bi written
by an internationally recognized power bi expert duo is back with a new and updated edition
packed with revised practical recipes microsoft power bi cookbook second edition helps you
navigate power bi tools and advanced features it also demonstrates the use of end to end
solutions that integrate those features to get the most out of power bi with the help of the
recipes in this book you ll gain advanced design and development insight practical tips and
guidance on enhancing existing power bi projects the updated recipes will equip you with
everything you need to know to implement evergreen frameworks that will stay relevant as power bi
updates you ll familiarize yourself with power bi development tools and services by going deep
into the data connectivity transformation modeling visualization and analytical capabilities of
power bi by the end of this book you ll make the most of power bi s functional programming
languages of dax and m and deliver powerful solutions to common business intelligence challenges
what you will learn cleanse stage and integrate your data sources with power query m remove data
complexities and provide users with intuitive self service bi capabilities build business logic
and analysis into your solutions via the dax programming language and dashboard ready
calculations implement aggregation tables to accelerate query performance over large data sources
create and integrate paginated reports understand the differences and implications of directquery
live connections import and composite model datasets integrate other microsoft data tools into
your power bi solution who this book is for if you re a bi professional who wants to up their
knowledge of power bi and offer more value to their organization then this book is for you those
looking for quick solutions to common power bi problems will also find this book an extremely
useful resource please be aware that this is not a beginner s guide you ll need a solid
understanding of power bi and experience working with datasets before you dive in
Microsoft Power BI Cookbook 2021-09-30 conquer sharepoint 2013 from the inside out you re beyond
the basics so dive right into sharepoint 2013 and really put your business collaboration platform
to work this supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions troubleshooting
techniques and workarounds it s all muscle and no fluff discover how the experts facilitate
information sharing across the enterprise and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery
efficiently manage documents throughout the enterprise build team sites and collaborate with
microsoft onenote and skydrive design workflows with sharepoint designer and microsoft visio
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produce e forms using microsoft infopath and access manage community sites using business social
features connect sharepoint to external data and business systems create business intelligence
dashboards and key performance indicators customize and control sharepoint enterprise search
Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Inside Out 2013-06-15 features end to end scenarios for using office
2007 and sharepoint 2007 from generating office documents programmatically to integrating
document based workflows with line of business applications or sites takes an in depth look at
integrating the information worker products from microsoft into broader solutions for the
enterprise some of the topics covered include building a workflow solution with office and
sharepoint 2007 programming sharepoint lists items and libraries building business intelligence
bi including excel bi excel and access reporting and sharepoint integration using content
management with sharepoint and more
SharePoint 2007 and Office Development Expert Solutions 2007-08-20 packed with insider tips and
tricks this how to guide is fully revised to cover the latest version of google analytics and
shows you how to implement proven analytics methods and concepts this second edition of the
bestselling advanced metrics with google analytics is the perfect book for marketers vendors
consultants and webmasters who want to learn the installation configuration tracking techniques
and best practices of google analytics google analytics is a free tool that measures site
effectiveness and helps users better understand how web site performance this book is a detailed
usage guide written by one of the software s original creators explains what filters keep data
accurate how to measure flash usage and tag for e mail marketing and what visitor segmentation
provides the most useful feedback examines principles and practices of analytics then shows how
to use ga s reports and how to track dynamic pages banners outgoing links and contact forms
discusses advanced setups for configuring goals and filters how to integrate ga with third party
systems and how to leverage the new api advanced metrics with google analytics second edition is
valuable for both novice and experienced users of google analytics
Advanced Web Metrics with Google Analytics 2010-04-22 crystal reports 2008 official guide whether
you re a dba data warehousing or business intelligence professional reporting specialist or
developer this book has the answers you need through hands on examples you ll systematically
master crystal reports and xcelsius 2008 s most powerful features for creating distributing and
delivering content one step at a time long time crystal reports insiders take you from the basics
through advanced content creation and delivery using xcelsius crystal reports server
crystalreports com and the offline crystal reports viewer every significant enhancement
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introduced in crystal reports 2008 is covered including its new visualization options and more
robust services capabilities the book concludes by showing how to use crystal reports powerful
net and java sdks to customize and extend enterprise reporting in virtually unlimited ways learn
hands on through step by step examples and exercises and discover tips and tricks proven in real
world enterprise environments master new crystal reports 2008 features including interactive
report viewing xcelsius dashboarding flex and flash integration report designer improvements
report bursting and more publish professional quality reports against virtually any data source
including relational and olap databases universes sap peoplesoft javabeans net com objects xml
and more discover advanced visualization techniques using xcelsius charts and maps learn methods
for distributing reports and integrating content into other applications learn about the latest
reporting addition to the business objects family xcelsius and begin creating dynamic and
interactive dashboards neil fitzgerald has spent several years working at business objects and
with one of business objects largest providers of custom bi and enterprise reporting solutions
bob coates currently works as a sales consultant for business objects an sap company where he has
been employed for more than eleven years ryan goodman is the founder of centigon solutions inc
and remains one of the top xcelsius experts and evangelists in the world michael voloshko is a
senior presales consultant for the financial services team at business objects on the web find
all this and more at informit com sams java and net sample reports and code samples for all
examples in the book bonus chapters tips tricks and links to great reporting resources category
database covers crystal reports 2008 crystal reports server 2008 crystal reports viewer
crystalreports com xcelsius 2008 user level beginning intermediate
Crystal Reports 2008 Official Guide 2008-10-02 microsoft s revolutionary power bi is a tool that
allows users to create and transform data into reports and dashboards in new and much more
powerful ways this book written by a member of microsoft s power bi team provides a practical
step by step guide on creating a financial dashboard the book covers in detail how to combine and
shape the relevant data build the dashboard in power bi providing layout and design tips and
tricks prepare the model to work with fiscal dates and show values used in many financial reports
including year to date variance to target percentage of total and running totals reports
Dashboarding & Reporting with Power BI 2018-06-01 over one hundred presentations from the 37th
annual charleston library conference held november 6 10 2017 are included in this annual
proceedings volume major themes of the meeting included data visualization analysis and
assessment of collections and library users demand driven acquisition the future of print
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collections and open access publishing while the charleston meeting remains a core one for
acquisitions librarians in dialog with publishers and vendors the breadth of coverage of this
volume reflects the fact that this conference continues to be one of the major venues for leaders
in the publishing and library communities to shape strategy and prepare for the future almost 2
000 delegates attended the 2017 meeting ranging from the staff of small public library systems to
the ceos of major corporations this fully indexed copyedited volume provides a rich source for
the latest evidence based research and lessons from practice in a range of information science
fields the contributors are leaders in the library publishing and vendor communities
What’s Past is Prologue 2018-11-15 master microsoft s business intelligence tools building
integrated business intelligence solutions with sql server 2008 r2 office 2010 explains how to
take full advantage of microsoft s collaborative business intelligence bi tools a variety of
powerful flexible technologies are covered including sql server analysis services ssas excel
excel services powerpivot sql server integration services ssis server reporting services ssrs
sharepoint server 2010 performancepoint services and master data services this practical guide
focuses on deveoloping end to end bi solutions that foster informed decision making create a
multidimensional store for aggregating business data with ssas maximize the analysis capabilities
of excel and excel services combine data from different sources and connect data for analysis
with powerpivot move data into the system using ssis infopath streamsight and sharepoint 2010
external lists build and publish reports with ssrs integrate data from disparate applications
using sharepoint 2010 bi features create scorecards and dashboards with performancepoint services
summarize large volumes of data in charts and graphs use the ssrs map feature for complex
visualizations of spatial data uncover patterns and relationships in data using the ssas data
mining engine handle master data management with master data services publish the components of
your bi solution and perform administrative tasks
Building Integrated Business Intelligence Solutions with SQL Server 2008 R2 & Office 2010
2011-02-22 use microsoft s latest search based technology fast search to plan customize and
deploy your search solution fast is microsoft s latest intelligent search based technology that
boasts robustness and an ability to integrate business intelligence with search this in depth
guide provides you with advanced coverage on fast search and shows you how to use it to plan
customize and deploy your search solution with an emphasis on sharepoint 2010 and internet based
search solutions with a particular appeal for anyone responsible for implementing and managing
enterprise search this book presents the key features and functions that are available with fast
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search real world examples show you how the technology works and the author team of experts
demonstrates how fast can be used to solve key challenges in the enterprise fast search is
microsoft s latest search based technology that enables large companies to filter through
enormous amounts of data to find very specific pieces of information reviews the key features and
functions of fast and provides examples of how fast can be used to solve common challenges you
may face covers enterprise search and the microsoft search product line sharepoint focused
enterprise search and fast search for internet business demonstrates how to implement and manage
an enterprise system with fast search addresses the future of enterprise search and the role fast
search will play don t waste any time this book will help you act fast so you can get started
implementing fast search today
Professional Microsoft Search 2010-10-07 over 90 simple and incredibly effective recipes for
transforming your business data into exciting dashboards with sap businessobjects dashboards 4 0
xcelsius with this book and ebook
SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0 Cookbook 2011-05-23 if you are a developer with a good command
and knowledge of creating dashboards but are not yet an advanced user of sap businessobjects
dashboards then this is the perfect book for you prerequisites include a good working knowledge
of microsoft excel as well as knowledge of basic dashboard practices
Office User Guide for MicroStrategy 9.2.1m 2011-12-20
SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.1 Cookbook 2015-03-30
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